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Abstract
The design of future light aerospace structures will require numerical tools to ac-
curately describe the strongly coupled dynamics of the interactions between a light
structure and a flow surrounding it. Specific examples include inflatable structures
and parachutes used as deceleration devices during planet entry. In this work, an
algorithm for simulating the solid-fluid interactions of a highly-deformable open shell
structure and a compressible fluid flow is presented. The main objective is to extend
the algorithm previously presented by the authors to the case of open shell structures
immersed in a fluid. For simplicity, we restrict our attention to the two-dimensional
case. The computational strategy is based on combining an Eulerian finite volume
formulation for the fluid and a Lagrangian formulation for the structural response.
The coupling between the fluid and the solid response is achieved via a novel ap-
proach based on extrapolation and velocity reconstruction aided by level sets. The
accuracy of the proposed approach is verified against exact solutions of supersonic
flow past a rigid flat plate. The numerical results reproduce all the details of the flow
field, including the-very important-forces on the structure. The versatility of the
proposed coupling algorithm is demonstrated in simulations of supersonic flow past
a highly-deformable infinite plate.
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Title: Assistant Professor
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Current and future engineering applications involving the coupled mechanics of fluids
and solid structures require robust and efficient algorithms to better understand the
nature of their interactions and to provide quantitative answers to assist in design.
Improved numerical models of fluid structure interactions (FSI) are essential for better
understanding the coupled fluid-solid dynamics. For instance, in biomedical research
the study of the coupled interactions between physiological flows with tissues is of
highest interest in the study of cardiovascular diseases; in ocean engineering FSI
is crucial in offshore structure and naval ship design; in civil engineering FSI has
become critical in the design of structures providing increased survivability to blast
loading, in aeronautical engineering FSI has always been key in aircraft design and it
has become even more important in the development of new flight concepts based on
morphing and flapping wings and also in the area of noise reduction. Usually, a specific
mathematical model and concomitant numerical strategy is adopted depending on the
flow regime and on the kind of structure involved.
In this work, we concentrate our attention on the interactions between highly
deformable thin structures and high-speed flows. This focus is motivated by applica-
tions in the deployment of parachutes used as deceleration devices during atmosphere
entry of interplanetary probes. In fact, the atmosphere entry phase and, more specif-
ically, the deployment of the parachute is one of the critical points for a successful
mission. Unfortunately, the canopy inflation process is not well understood and very
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complex to model since the fluid and structure dynamics are tightly coupled and
highly non-linear. Current and future interplanetary exploration missions demand
the availability of efficient numerical tools for the design of these light structures.
This work is part of the research effort to provide a robust and accurate means of
modeling these interactions.
In recent years many different strategies have been proposed for the numerical
simulation of coupled fluid-structure systems. In this section, a brief review of these
methods is presented. In the interest of focus and conciseness, attention is restricted
to those strategies considered most relevant to our specific problem. A typical FSI
problem involves the dynamics of a structure with a potentially complex geometry
which deforms in response to the forces exerted by the fluid. These forces result
from the details of the transient flow field which is, in turn, affected by the evolving
geometry of the structure as it deforms. A key element of the modeling of an FSI
modeling strategy is an algorithm to impose the satisfaction of the conservation laws
at the dynamically evolving interface. In particular this requires the fluid model to
allow for the presence of an irregular solid interface inside the computational domain.
The FSI approach depends strongly on the numerical models used to represent the
solid and the fluid. Suitable algorithms for describing the flow and the deformation
of the structure constitute basic and essential building blocks toward an effective
fluid-structure coupling model.
In general, the dynamic deformation of solid structures is most adequately de-
scribed in a Lagrangian framework, especially in the case that the deformations are
large. The main advantage of the Lagrangian approach lies in its ability to natu-
rally track the evolution of material properties associated with the material points
as well as in the treatment of boundary conditions at material surfaces such as free
boundaries or fluid-solid interfaces. In contrast to Eulerian approaches, boundary
conditions are enforced at material surfaces ab initio and therefore require no special
attention. In this work, we propose a lagrangian formulation to describe the large
dynamic deformations of two-dimensional thin structures (rods) having both bending
and membranal stiffness.
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On the other hand, Lagrangian formulations are inadequate in the case of high-
speed flows or flows involving significant vorticity due to the unavoidable mesh distor-
tion incurred during deformation, which reduces the stable time step and the overall
accuracy of the simulation. This problem can be partially remedied by the use of
remeshing [39]. However, remeshing increases the complexity of the algorithm and of
its implementation and suffers of robustness problems in the three-dimensional case.
Therefore, Eulerian approaches in which the field equations are formulated in terms
of spatial variables are better suited for most fluid flows. In this case the equations
are discretized in space either on an unstructured triangular (tetrahedral) mesh in the
two (three) dimensional case or on a structured cartesian grid. In the unstructured
mesh approach, the flow is described in the Eulerian framework by recourse to a weak
finite element formulation of the governing conservation equations, [35, 32, 34]. The
main advantage of this approach is that it can accommodate complex geometries of
flow domain without compromising the order of accuracy of the numerical solution.
Adaptive remeshing can be used in this case as a means of improving the quality of
the solution, [35, 34]. Unstructured mesh formulations have been extended to the
case of moving flow boundaries, which enables the consideration of fluid-structure
interaction problems. However, in the case of large deformations of the boundary the
same mesh distortion problem described in the foregoing is incurred.
Approaches based on structured body-fitted meshes are a plausible alternative
for dealing with irregular boundaries or immersed solid walls, [45]. The basic idea
is to generate a curvilinear system of coordinates and to solve the system of partial
differential equations on a uniform square through a conformal mapping. The system
of equations needs to be first derived analytically in the transformed plane. This
approach is not easily extensible to three dimensions and, therefore, has found limited
interest.
In this work, we focus our attention on high-speed flows of inviscid fluids. We
adopt a well established numerical approach for discretizing the governing Euler equa-
tions of compressible flows used in the computational gas dynamics community which
is based on a finite volume formulation on a structured cartesian grid. The cartesian
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grid discretization finds its appeal in its simplicity for formulating the fluxes of the
conserved field variables without paying a penalty in accuracy due to element shape.
The main difficulty with structured grid methods is in applying boundary conditions
at an interface which does not fit the geometry of the structured grid as is almost
always the case.
Different methods have been proposed to handle this issue. One of the basic
strategies is based on the concept of cut cells. As the name suggests, in this approach
the cells overlapping the boundary of the domain are cut and the specific geometry of
the resulting cut-cell is considered when computing the fluxes on their boundaries to
satisfy the conservation laws at the boundary. A particular challenge in this approach
lies in maintaining the stability of the explicit time integration scheme without sig-
nificantly reducing the time step size. Applying a conservative scheme on a cut cell
that can be arbitrarily small due to the irregular boundary often leads to a serious
deterioration of the stable time step given by the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy (CFL) sta-
bility condition, which seriously limits the can eventually have a serious impact on
the stability of the scheme. The following strategies have been proposed in order to
address the issue of stability associated with cut-cell approaches:
" Cell merging techniques: A first approach to handle the issue of small unstable
irregular cut cells is to merge those cells which would cause reductions in the
time step size to maintain stability, with larger neighboring cells. This is to
ensure that control volumes are large enough to satisfy the CFL condition.
Chiang et al. [8], Powell et al. [15] as well as Quirk, J. [37] have explored this
method and coupled it to Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR see [38]) to increase
resolution at the boundary. Although the merging of cells induces a certain
loss of accuracy at the boundary, numerical results suggest that the method is
globally second order accurate and first order accurate at the boundary.
* Flow redistribution: Collela et al. [4] proposed an alternative approach based
on a redistribution procedure. A reference solution is computed at first, using
fluxes computed by a second order scheme but ignoring the irregular boundary.
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A correction is then computed in the cut cells and is only partially applied to
these cells in order to keep stability. The remainder of the computed correction
is then redistributed over the neighboring cells to keep the scheme conservative.
* Large time step approach: Another approach for cut cells has been proposed by
LeVeque, R. and Berger, M. in [28, 29, 6]. This method relies on the large time
step method developed by LeVeque [27]. The stable time step is based on the
control volume of the regular cells and the large time step method is used at
the irregular cut cells in order to compute the solution without losing stability.
The scheme appears to be globally second order and somewhat better than first
order at the boundary.
In spite of the success of these conservative methods in addressing the issue of
stability associated with cut-cell approaches, increased implementation complexity,
especially in three dimensions, has seriously limited their widespread adoption in
production applications. Furthermore, the extension of these methods to the case
of moving boundaries undergoing large displacements and eventually crossing grid
points is particularly challenging and appears to remain elusive.
On the other hand, non-conservative methods based on extrapolation have been
developed to solve Euler's equations on a structured grid. One example of particular
interest for the present work is the Ghost Fluid Method (GFM) originally proposed
by Fedkiw et al [18]. The GFM originated as an algorithm for handling multi-phase
multi-fluid problems where interfaces are contact or shock discontinuities. The GFM
method has subsequently been extended to model flows around irregular solid walls,
[33, 14, 17, 2, 12]. This method is described in more detail in Chapter 3.
Another critical aspect in the formulation of effective FSI algorithms has to do
with the ability of the fluid dynamics approach to deal with moving boundaries.
This is particularly critical in the case of large-amplitude motions of the solid-fluid
interface.
A commonly used approach is based on Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE)
schemes[5, 3, 23]. This hybrid class of schemes is neither fully Eulerian nor La-
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grangian. The unstructured mesh moves with a prescribed velocity Ga which is equal
to zero far from the moving fluid-solid interface and equal to the velocity of the inter-
face close to it. The conservation equations are expressed on this arbitrary moving
mesh, thus the formulation reaches the Eulerian limit far enough from the interface
when 0a =  and the mesh follows the body motion at the interface ub = interface,
which is the compatibility condition. In the intermediate region between these two
limits, the mesh moves with a prescribed velocity which at the same time respects
the motion of the interface and minimizes the distortion of the grid. ALE methods
allow a reasonably simple treatment of the fluid-solid interface, which is considered
as Lagrangian, while limiting grid distortion as in Eulerian schemes. However, in
order to define the arbitrary speed of the mesh Ia at the interface the solution often
needs to be known a priori. For fully coupled systems, where the Lagrangian inter-
face undergoes large deformations, severe mesh distortion cannot be avoided and the
method often fails to give a solution. Another disadvantage of ALE approaches is the
difficulty of its implementation and its integration in existing CFD codes.
Although perhaps not best suited for coupled systems involving ample structure
motions, ALE methods have been successfully used in combination with turbulence
models in fluid-solid interaction problems involving viscous flows. Farhat et al. have
demonstrated fully coupled simulations of the aeroelastic interactions of a full scale F-
16 using an ALE approach [19, 20, 16]. Also, Tezduyar et al. [43, 25, 44] have proposed
a method (Deforming Spatial Domain/Stabilized Space Time) which is based on an
ALE concept and have successfully applied it to problems of flows past deforming-
albeit already inflated-parachutes. It bears emphasis that in all the applications
presented by Farhat et al. and Tezduyar et al. the deformation of the structure
is relatively small compared to the motions experienced by an inflating parachute,
as is of interest in this work. As a notable exception, Benney et al presented a two
dimensional simulation of the inflation of a parachute [5] using the methods developed
in collaboration with Tezduyar. It is not clear that the same simulation can be done in
three dimensions with this method due to the issues associated with mesh distortion
and lack of robustness of remeshing algorithms.
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An alternative to ALE methods is considered and developed in this thesis. The
work presented aims at developing a method to simulate the coupled interactions of a
high-speed flow and an immersed, highly deformable, thin, open structure. In order
to avoid the complexity of generating unstructured meshes around moving interfaces,
an Eulerian formulation based on a fixed cartesian grid is used to model the fluid
dynamics. At the same time, the coupling strategy is expected to be robust enough
to allow large displacements of immersed interfaces without affecting the numerical
stability of the scheme. Another requirement for the sought algorithmic approach is
a straightforward extension to three dimensions.
The approach we propose, here and subsequently referred to as the Ghost-fluid Eu-
lerian Lagrangian (GEL) method, is an extension of previously presented algorithms
to the case of thin open structures immersed in the fluid in which the details of the
flow are relevant on both sides of the deforming structure. Previously proposed GEL
coupling algorithms have focused on the interaction of compressible flows with bulk
solids [33, 14] and thin shells [12]. The GEL algorithm couples the large-deformation
Lagrangian finite element formulation and the Eulerian finite volume formulation
adopted here. The coupling is accomplished via a novel technique based on level sets.
At each time step, the distance function from the solid boundary is computed on
the Eulerian grid. The resulting implicit representation of the fluid-shell boundary in
the deformed configuration is used to enforce the conservation laws at the boundary
between the fluid and the solid. In the case of thin structures, the GEL algorithm had
the limitation that the shell had to be a closed manifold. This restriction was imposed
by the assumption that the shell structure had a well-defined interior and exterior,
which was the basis of the coupling algorithm based on level sets. In this work, we
extend the algorithm [12] presented by Cirak and Radovitzky to the case of open thin
shell structures interacting with a compressible flow. The extended approach retains
the conceptual ideas of the ghost fluid method, but allows symmetrical treatment
of both sides of an immersed thin boundary. Thus, proper boundary conditions are
applied on each side of the interface. For simplicity, attention is restricted to the
two-dimensional case.
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This thesis is organized as follows: in Chapter 2, the formulation of the numerical
models for the individual solid and fluid phases is presented. This chapter includes
a detailed description of the special Lagrangian model of the large dynamic defor-
mations of two dimensional rods and a review of the computational fluid dynamics
approach. In chapter 3, we describe the Ghost-fluid Eulerian Lagrangian (GEL)
method on which the coupling strategy relies before deriving the proposed algorithm
extension that allows the imposition of adequate boundary conditions on a thin and
immersed fluid-solid interface. Chapter 4 is devoted to the presentation of numerical
simulations attesting to the feasibility and versatility of the proposed FSI algorithm
as well as to the assessment of its accuracy. First, simulations corresponding to the
supersonic flow past a very thin rigid boundary at different angles of attack are com-
pared with the exact solutions. The purpose of these simulations is to demonstrate
the ability of the proposed approach to describe the flow on both sides of a very thin
structure. This chapter concludes with the presentation of the results corresponding
to a fully coupled simulations of a supersonic flow initially normal to a flexible rod.
In Chapter 5, a summary and conclusions of this work are presented.
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Chapter 2
Formulation of numerical models
for highly-deforming thin
structures and high-speed flows
In this chapter, the numerical formulation and the details of the algorithms describing
the dynamics of the individual solid and fluid phases are presented. As stated in
the introduction given in Chapter 1, the success and effectiveness of a FSI algorithm
depend critically on the suitability of the individual algorithms to describe the specific
dynamics (flow or deformation) of each phase (fluid or solid). In the next chapter, we
present the strategy and formulation for coupling these two individual formulations
into an overall fluid-structure interaction algorithm.
2.1 A non-linear large displacements rod model
In this section the mathematical model, numerical formulation and algorithmic de-
tails corresponding to the structural model is presented. The focus of interest in this
work is on the dynamic deformations of thin structures resulting from the unsteady
interactions with a high speed flow. For simplicity, attention is restricted to the two
dimensional case. The appropriate structural model, thus, corresponds to the large
dynamic deformation of thin (one dimensional) structural elements which can with-
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stand and transfer transverse loads through their bending and membrane stiffnesses.
The case of an infinite plate can be conveniently considered within this modeling
assumption by adding a plane strain condition. In the following, we derive a new
lagrangian formulation of the nonlinear-elastic, dynamic deformations of thin rods.
A shell formulation such as presented in [9, 10] would provide an adequate structural
model in a three dimensional extension of the work presented in this thesis.
We consider a straight slender rod element, which in its undeformed configuration
has a length L and uniform cross-sectional area A, moment of inertia I and mass
density p. We assume that the rod deforms within a plane and that the principal
direction of inertia for bending remains perpendicular to that plane throughout the
motion. We refer the undeformed configuration of the rod element to orthonormal
axes (X 1 , X 2 ), where X 1 is aligned with the axis of the rod, see Figure 2-1. In the
finite element formulation proposed, the unknowns represent the physical displace-
ments and rotation at extremity (node) a = 1,2 of the rod element.
The rod element undergoes a motion consisting of a finite rotation, a finite uniform
stretch and a small bending distortion. Let 1 be the length of the rod element after
stretching. In order to facilitate the description of bending, the rotated and stretched
configuration of the rod element is referred to orthonormal axes (x1, x 2 ), where x1 is
aligned with the rotated axis of the rod. Let w be the deflection of the rod normal
to the rotated axis, i. e., in the x 2-direction. A cross section of the rod is assumed to
remain normal to the neutral axis, thus:
0 ~ (2.1)
8x1
the attendant (small) rotation of the axis in the Euler-Bernouilli beam bending theory.
With this kinematic assumption, the deformation mapping for the rod element is then:
zi - 0(X 1 )X 2  (2.2)L
X2 mX2 (2.3)
20
X 2
node 1 node 2 10
I X1
x< L= R2-R1
1Ax
10
>X1
=I~r 2 -rl
Figure 2-1: Kinematics of the rod model
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The stretch of the longitudinal fibers of the rod element follows as
A = x1 , - - 6'(X1)X2 (2.4)
aX1 L
Assume now that the energy density per unit undeformed area of the rod is given by
W(A) = E(1 - A + A log A) (2.5)
where E is the Young's modulus. This energy density gives a linear relation between
the nominal stress and the logarithmic or true strain. Inserting the rod kinematics
(2.4) into (2.5) gives
W(A) E [I - -+ log ] + EL[6'(X)X 2]2 (2.6)1 L L L 2 1
The strain energy of the rod is obtained by integrating equation (2.6) over the volume
of the undeformed rod with the result
U ~ EA [L - 1 + 1 log(l/L)] + El j0,2 (x1)dx1 (2.7)
2 10
where A and I are the area and moment of inertia with respect to axis normal to
the bending plane of the undeformed cross section of the rod. In evaluating the
integral along the undeformed axis of the rod, a change of variables to the deformed
configuration has been conveniently taken advantage of. We use hermitian cubic
interpolation to represent w and its derivatives as a function of x1 . This automatically
satisfies the requirement of C' interelement continuity of w. Let
6(0) = o1, 0(l) = 02 (2.8)
In addition we have
w(0) = w(l) = 0 (2.9)
From these conditions we obtain the following representations:
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W [(1 -)2(] 61 + [ 2( - 1)102 (2.10)
0() = [(1 - 3 )(1 - ()] 01 + [ (3 - 2)] 02  (2.11)
0'() 1 [2(3k - 2)] 01 + [2(3 - 1)1 02 (2.12)
where ( =. Inserting (2.12) into (2.7), the integral term in (2.7) can be evaluated
analytically giving the element energy in the form
U ~ EA [L - 1 + log(l/L)] + 2 (02+0102 +02) (2.13)
In order to render (2.13) explicit in terms of nodal degrees of freedom, let Ra be the
position vectors of nodes a = 1, 2 of the rod element in its undeformed configuration,
and let ra be the position vectors of nodes a = 1, 2 of the rod element in its deformed
configuration, see Figure 2-1. In addition, let #a be the angle between the tangent to
the rod and the X-axis at nodes a = 1, 2 of the rod element. We have
L =R 2 - Ri|, l = |r 2 - ril (2.14)
In addition, let
ta =(COS #a, sin #a), a = 1, 2 (2.15)
be the unit tangent vector to the rod. Then
r2 - r x t a=1,2 (2.16)
Using these relations, the energy (2.13) can be expressed in terms of the nodal degrees
of freedom (ra,#a), a = 1, 2, see appendix A.
At equilibrium, the potential energy of the rod is stationary:
6H = 6Hint + 6r7 ext = 0 (2.17)
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leading to the nonlinear system of algebraic equations:
F int DOfint _ aext _ x
Fh"t(xh) = *-- "- Fh (2.18)
where Fj"(xh) (F'xt) represents the global finite element array of internal (external)
forces and Xh is the finite element array of nodal generalized degrees of freedom.
Explicit expressions for the array of internal forces are given in Appendix A. In
the FSI interaction problems of interest in this work, the array F xt represents the
external nodal forces equivalent to the traction boundary conditions imposed on the
rod structure by the flow. Since in this work an inviscid model is adopted for the
fluid flow, we consider that the only aerodynamic force acting on the structure is
due to the fluid pressure. The expression for F t is derived in a approximate but
variationally consistent way, as follows:
F J -piijNanjds (2.19)
where i is the degree of freedom, a the node, Fxt the traction constraint on the
fath degree of freedom of the rod element, o&i the Kronecker symbol, Na the shape
function of node a and p is the local value of the pressure exerted on the rod by the
fluid and interpolated from the numerically computed flow field.
Under dynamic conditions, the weak formulation of the governing equations yields
Hamilton's principle for continuous media. The Lagrangian L = K- H can be defined,
with H = FI 7 t + Next the potential energy introduced previously, and K the kinetic
energy
K = (IV112 + |v 2 |2) (2.20)4
where
va = -a, a= 1,2 (2.21)
are the nodal velocities. With this associated Lagrangian, Hamilton's principle can
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be written in the following form:
6L = K - rInt - lext = 0 (2.22)
for a variationally admissible virtual displacement. A complete derivation of Hamil-
ton's principle can be found in regular textbooks [40]. Since the virtual displacement
is arbitrary, it follows that:
Mhkh + F" t(xh) = Fxt(t) (2.23)
where Mh is the mass matrix, ih is the array of nodal accelerations, Fjnt(xh) is the
array of internal forces and Fxt (t) array of external forces which depends on time t.
As may be expected, rotational inertia effects play a negligible role in the dynamics of
the rod and are thus ignored. For very thin rods, we thus adopt a lumped mass matrix
approach derivable from the expression 2.20 for the kinetic energy of the element by
recourse to Hamilton's principle. The lumped mass matrix is the diagonal matrix
such that:
K = . ( Vi 1 v 2 0') Mh-
vi
0'1
V 2
2
(2.24)
thus, it can be written
Mh =
pAL
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
pAL
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
pAL
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
pAL
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0 I
(2.25)
The equations of motion are integrated in time using Newmark's family of algo-
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xn+1 = xn + Atkn + At 2 [G - #i3)n + #In+1 I
n + x1 = XCn + At [(1 - Y)Sn + Yn+1]
M,+i 1 + Fil (Xn+1) = FeXt(tn+ 1 )
(2.26)
(2.27)
(2.28)
where / and -y are the Newmark algorithm parameters.
For 3 # 0, a conventional implicit predictor-corrector algorithm [24] is adopted to
solve the system of equations (2.26). The predictor is computed as follows:
.12.
= Xn + A tin + (- - O)A t22n2
= In +(1 -Y)Atin
(2.29)
(2.30)
The equation for the nodal accelerations (2.26) can be rewritten as the following
nonlinear equation:
U x
M 2 + Fi(nt(+1 + U) = Fe*n+1
#At 2
(2.31)
where U = 3At 2:k+ 1 . A consistent linearization of this nonlinear algebraic equation
about the predictor configuration leads to the computation of the tangent stiffness
matrix:
(2.32)
which enables a quadratic convergence of the Newton-Raphson algorithm used to
obtain dynamic equilibrium at t = t,i+. In the corrector step, updated values of the
nodal fields are computed satisfying dynamic equilibrium at tn+1 :
xn+1
xn+1
xn.1
U
/3At 2
Xn+1 + U
= 1 At
+ xn1 U
(2.33)
(2.34)
(2.35)
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rithms:
xn+1
xn+1
K = Fi"nOx 
-
=
It bears emphasis that for / = 0 the time integration can be done fully explicitly
and does not require a non-linear equation to be solved. In this case, the integration is
straightforward but the rotational inertia can no longer be neglected in the lumping of
the matrix, since the mass matrix is required to be invertible. Given the focus of this
work on long-term time integration problems, only the implicit Newmark algorithm
has been used for it allows computations to be run over larger time steps.
2.2 A numerical model of compressible flow
2.2.1 Analytical equations modeling a compressible flow
In this section we summarize the formulation of the fluid solver which is based on
references [42, 41]. Since we model the flow as compressible and inviscid, the gov-
erning equations correspond to the Euler equations of compressible flow. In the
three-dimensional case, the numerical approximation of these equations is based on
the following strong conservative form:
+ &F(U) + ) (u) 0  (2.36)
at OX ay
where:
U = {p,pu,pv,pE}T
F(U) = {pupU2+ppuvp(E±+-)u}T
p
g(U) ={pv,puV,pv 2 +p,p(E- )v}T
p
In these expressions, p is the density, u and v are the Cartesian components of
the velocity vector, p is the pressure, E is the specific total energy, U is the vector of
conservative variables, F(U) and 9(U) are the components of the flux vector. Euler's
system of equation is closed with a perfect gas equation of state, which can be written
in the following way:
p = (Y - 1)pe (2.37)
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where -y is the specific heat ratio and e is the specific internal energy with E
e + i1Jull2
2.2.2 Finite volume formulation for the fluid dynamics
The continuum problem is discretized in space using a well established finite volume
formulation. This numerical approach is based on discretizing the integral formulation
of the conservation equations in the physical domain. It can also be seen as a finite
difference discretization of the conservation laws written in the conservative form
(2.36).
In Figure 2-2 the shaded region corresponds to the control volume for a two-
dimensional problem on a cartesian grid. The spatially discretized scheme simply
means that the variation of U over the control volume is equal to the inward flux.
BUi'j _ i-ilj - -174-1' Gij-i - Gi,j+i 2.8at~ 2 h 2 h 2 ( 38)8th h
Here Uij more closely represents an average value of U over the (i, j)h control
volume than the value of U at the point Mi, itself. This formulation has the advantage
of being numerically conservative. More details may be found in standard textbooks
[21, 26].
The fluxes at the cell interfaces are calculated using an upwind scheme, which is
better suited to describe a system whose dynamics is governed by hyperbolic equations
such as Euler's equations in the supersonic regime. This class of scheme takes into
account the physical propagation of perturbations along the characteristics, which
represents the physics of the system in a better way than symmetrical schemes (e.g.
Lax-Wendroff schemes). A particularly efficient way of computing the fluxes is to
solve a local Riemann problem at each cell interface, which provides an effective
means of satisfying the appropriate jump conditions in the presence of discontinuities.
Godunov first introduced this idea in 1959. More recent approaches by Osher and by
Roe propose to solve the Riemann problem approximately and may also be formulated
in terms of a general equation of state. These discretization schemes are first order in
28
Figure 2-2: Finite Volume Method
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space and may be taken as a starting point for the formulation of higher order schemes.
In our case, second order accuracy is achieved via linear reconstruction with Van Leer
type slope limiting, applied to projections in characteristic state space [30, 22, 26].
This method is often referred as the MUSCL approach (Monotone Upstream-centered
Schemes for Conservation Laws).
The equations are then discretized in time and integrated explicitly using a second-
order Runge-Kutta algorithm. This algorithm is briefly summerarized hereafter for a
one-dimensional problem. First step:
Un= + At -1/2,(U") - i+1/2,5(U")+
-
2h (2.39)
!;i,-1/2(U") - giJy+1/2(U")1
Second step:
S+ t 1 2,(Un+) -(Un+)+
h g- + 1 2 ( (2.40)
giJ- _1/2(Un-1) 
_ 9ij+1/2(UnI
This fluid formulation was developed by Dr. R. Samtaney from the Plasma Physics
Laboratory at Princeton University to model compressible flows and has been suc-
cessfully used to study Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities and the resulting compressible
turbulent mixing. A two-dimensional version of this fluid solver, RM3D, provided by
Dr. R. Samtaney, has been used and modified as part of the work of this thesis to
include the support of the fluid-structure coupling algorithm described in the next
chapter. More details of this formulation and its parallel implementation including
adaptive mesh refinement capability may be found in Ref. [1].
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Chapter 3
Eulerian-Lagrangian fluid-solid
coupling algorithm
In the previous chapter the formulation of the dynamics of the flow and the structure
as well as their corresponding numerical models were presented. In this chapter, the
Eulerian-Lagrangian coupling algorithm that links the two dynamics together at the
fluid-solid interface is described. The basic coupling strategy follows the Ghost-fluid
Eulerian Lagrangian (GEL) method of references [33, 14, 12]. In this work, the GEL
method is extended to the case of open and thin shells.
3.1 Ghost-fluid Eulerian Lagrangian method
In this section we review the basic ideas behind the GEL algorithm presented in the
previously cited references.
3.1.1 Implicit representation of the fluid solid boundary on
the fluid grid
Let Q be the space occupied by the cartesian grid, QF the domain occupied by the
subset of Q actually occupied by fluid, Qs the domain occupied by the solid and 6QFS
the fluid-solid interface. Note that QF C Q and Qs C Q and that for an open thin
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shell QS = 6QFS since the solid has topologically no thickness in this case.
The geometry of the fluid-solid interface 3 QFS is described implicitly by the zeroth
level set of the signed distance function yp. The function p is discretized on the
cartesian grid and computed over the entire domain Q as the minimum distance from
one point of Q to the interface 3 QFS
(Pij = p(X, yj) = min ||PMI|J| (3.1)
PE6QFS
where Mij is the grid point of coordinate (ij). Since the mesh geometry of the two
solvers do not match, the level set function p provides an efficient means of locating
the interface which is simply identified by the following equation:
W(x, y) = 0 (3.2)
The gradient of phi (Vp) is further computed. VW is orthogonal to contours of W-
constant value and is directed towards increasing values of the p function. Thus it
represents the normal to the boundary on6QFS:
n = _ - (3.3)|| V (P||
The gradient of p is used for extrapolation purposes as we will see later in the chapter.
The overall complexity of the algorithm used to compute W is of order of O(m - n)
in the two-dimensional problem addressed here, where m represents the number of
points in the discretization of 6 QFS and n the number of point in the cartesian
discretization of Q. This is because for the m elements of the discretized interface,
the distance from the rod segment to all of the n grid points needs to be evaluated
in order to compute the minimum distance function p. Mauch [31] has proposed
an algorithm to compute the minimum distance to the boundary at each grid point
whose computational complexity is reduced to 0(m + n). Thus the computation of
p does not constitute a computational bottleneck. A three dimensional extension of
the algorithm presented in this work would clearly necessitate the advantageous use
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Figure 3-1: Eulerian-Lagrangian representation of the physical domain
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of Mauch's algorithm, as it has extensively been done in [33, 14, 12].
3.1.2 Imposition of boundary conditions at the fluid-solid in-
terface
The application and exchange of boundary conditions between the fluid and the solid
dynamics is crucial to the success of the coupling method. Here and subsequently,
the interface is modeled as a moving solid wall that is impermeable, non-reactive and
adiabatic (no heat flux through the interface).
Imposition of boundary conditions on the flow
The following physical conditions are applied on the inviscid fluid: no mass flux,
continuity of the normal velocities, free-slip condition for the tangential velocities
and continuity of the normal stress. In the GEL method, boundary conditions are
applied by extrapolation and velocity field reconstruction.
Extrapolation step: Primitive variables of the flow (density p, velocity components
, v, and pressure p) are extrapolated from the flow domain QF to a thin layer of
cell QG, on the other side of the interface 6 QFS, see Figure 3-1. This narrow band of
cells QG accross the interface is called the ghost region. The thickness of this region
is defined by a parameter <po, which determines the additional number of cell layers
needed to store the extrapolated values of the flow field that are necessary to impose
the relevant boundary conditions. <po depends on the stencil of the Eulerian numerical
scheme. It is chosen such that each computational grid point of QF has a complete
stencil and such that the values in the first row of ghost cells are updated. In fact for
pj < 1 -Ax the cell could be crossed by 6 QFS over the time step and the ghost value
would become a real value. Thus the solution needs to be updated on this first layer
of ghost cells. The extrapolation is done by advecting the values of the flow field next
to the boundary into the ghost region. This step is carried out by integrating the
following advection equation
+ q -Vq = 0 (3.4)
&r
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where q is the extrapolated quantity and n- the normal to the interface 'QFS. A first
order upwind scheme is used for the spatial discretization of equation 3.4, and the
equation is integrated in pseudo time steps until the ghost cells have been populated
with the required extrapolated values.
Velocity reconstruction step: These non-physical extrapolated values in QG are
then reconstructed in order to apply implicitly the proper conservation laws at the
boundary by reflecting type conditions. The final field values in the ghost cells are
derived from the previous extrapolation step as follows,
PG PE
YG W - VE n +[E -tt (3.5)
PG PE
where the subscript E represents the field variables extrapolated from QG, and Vw
is the extrapolated value of the interface velocity. This reflective type extrapolation
captures 'QFS as a contact discontinuity, with continuous pressure and normal veloc-
ity across the interface. Free slip boundary condition is applied since no constraint
is added to the tangential velocity component 9E -t Finally the normal velocity of
the fluid [?w - E] - n' is simply reflected with -[Zw - E] - n' in the reference frame
attached to 3 QFS which yields (2Zw - VE) - i- in the global reference frame. Thus
the normal velocity of the flow relative to the fluid-solid interface is forced to zero at
6QFS corresponding to the non-penetration boundary condition at the interface.
Computation of the solution: The solution is then computed without using any
specialized numerical operators at the interface in QF and in the first layer of ghost
cells in QG -
Boundary condition on the structure
In this model, the load applied on the structure is only due to the pressure of the
surrounding flow; no viscous drag is considered. Thus, traction boundary conditions
are applied on the thin structure at the interface. The pressure field is linearly inter-
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polated from the fluid domain and the corresponding ghost region, to each element
of the finite element discretization of the rod corresponding to aQFS. The pressure is
considered to be constant along an element of the rod. The vector of external nodal
forces is derived from the expression (2.19) and is variationally consistent. A force
normal to the rod element of value -pl/2 is applied at each of the two extremities
of the element. Also, moments of -pl 2 /12 and p12 /12 are applied respectively at the
two extremities, see Figure 3-2.
/ |r 2 -r 1
00
.dv -P 2 P 2
12 12
X 2
-pl -
x1 2 2
Figure 3-2: Pressure forces of a rod element
3.1.3 Algorithmic steps in fluid-structure interaction simu-
lations using the GEL method
In this section, the sequence of steps involved in a fluid structure simulation using
the GEL coupling algorithm is described. The algorithmic steps described below can
be taken as guidelines for the implementation of the GEL coupling algorithm.
1. Increment time step
2. Exchange information between the fluid and the solid solver. The solid solver
communicates the position and the velocity of each node of the interface 6 QFS
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to the fluid solver. The fluid solver communicates the pressure field around the
interface to the solid solver.
3. Set boundary conditions. The boundary conditions are set at the beginning of
the time step. Since the boundary is moving, the level set function O needs first
to be recomputed entirely. Using yQ, the pressure field is linearly interpolated
from QF to 6QFS and the ghost region QG is populated with extrapolated and
reconstructed values from QF as described previously.
4. Compute a stable time step. A stable time step AtF is computed for the fluid by
simply using the CFL condition, without any more constraints. A stable time
step Ats is also computed for the structure if an explicit time integration is
used for the structure. In general, one typically has Ats < AtF. If an implicit
time integration is used, a stable time step does not need to be computed. The
final time step At is taken equal to: At = min(AtF, LAtS)-
5. Integrate in time the equations of the dynamics. The solid and the fluid dy-
namics are solved and integrated in time. As described in the previous chapter,
the fluid approach is integrated using a second order Runge-Kutta scheme. The
structure on the other hand is integrated using implicit Newmark algorithm
where the values 13 = 0.5 and -y = 1 are adopted for the Newmark parameters.
These values are chosen to allow for some numerical dissipation in order to
reach steady state in the simulations of interest in this work. Although it has
not been done in this work, this step can be optimized by using parallel imple-
mentation. Also, here the two solutions are simply integrated separately and
independently. For partitioned FSI solvers, more sophisticated time integration
strategies could be investigated to reach better accuracy. Arienti et al. [2] have
briefly explored this possibility.
6. Repeat until time period is reached
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3.1.4 Particular details of previous GEL algorithm
The GEL method has been successfully used to solve a variety of fully coupled FSI
problems. Meiron et al. [33] proposed this method to simulate the dynamic response
of materials to detonation-wave loading; Cirak and Radovitzky used the GEL method
to model the inflation of an airbag [11].
For both of these examples, the implementation of the GEL algorithm relies on the
fact that a well defined exterior fluid domain can be defined, either because the flow
is considered to be relevant only on one side of the interface or because the solid has
a non negligible thickness, see fig.(3-3). In these cases we have QF fG = 0, which
means that the real flow region QF and the ghost region QG do not overlap. Thus,
Fluid
Solid (ghost fluid)
Figure 3-3: Interior and Exterior of the flow domain
the exterior and interior of the evolving flow domain can by identified by assigning a
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sign to the level set function (p such that:
< 0, if x E QF;
= 0, if x C QFS; (3.6)
> 0, if x C QG.
With this sign convention, the normal n- to the interface 63 FS (3.3) is oriented from
the Eulerian fluid domain to the Lagrangian solid.
The extrapolation step is in this case straightforward. Since the ghost region does
not overlap with the physical fluid domain, the ghost cells are populated and the
extrapolated values are kept in the same array as the real values. Results of fully
coupled simulations can be found in [12, 11]. The GEL algorithm gives particularly
good results when simulating interactions between the flow and a highly flexible
structure undergoing very large displacements.
3.2 Extension of the GEL fluid-solid coupling al-
gorithm to open thin structures
3.2.1 Limitations of the existing GEL formulation
The scope of application of the algorithm proposed by Cirak and Radovitzky [12]
excludes fluid-structure interaction problems in which the details of the flow matter
on both sides of an immersed open boundary. As originally formulated, it cannot
apply two different boundary conditions on different sides of the interface, as it is
required for applications involving either open shells or fluid flow on the interior and
exterior of a closed shell. It can model the inflation of an airbag since fluid is only
considered to be inside the airbag, but it cannot properly model the inflation of an
open immersed boundary such as a parachute, for instance.
The main limitation of the previous formulation is that it is based on the explicit
assumption that the flow is relevant on only one side of the fluid-solid interface 6 QFS-
Recall that, in order to apply boundary conditions, values from the interior physical
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fluid domain QF are extrapolated to a narrow band of cells QG in the exterior domain
called the ghost cells and stored in the same array as the real values of the flow. This
was possible because in the algorithm as conceived originally, these exterior cells did
not play any role beyond being placeholders for the extrapolated fields responsible of
enforcing the boundary conditions. This implementation convenience introduces an
asymmetry in the treatment of the two sides of the interface.
In the limiting case of an infinitely thin open boundary, 6 QFS= QS and the fluid
covers the entire domain, which implies that there is no exterior to the fluid domain.
Thus:
QF QG 0 (3.7)
Our objective in this work is to extend the use of the GEL approach to the case of
open shell structures immersed in a fluid and/or to the case of a closed shell containing
a fluid in its interior, which at the same time is immersed in fluid. For simplicity,
we restrict our attention to the two-dimensional case. However, special importance
is given to guaranteeing that the algorithmic modifications proposed are extensible
to three dimensions in a straightforward manner.
3.2.2 Modifications to the GEL Algorithm
In the proposed extension of the GEL method, the basic steps of the coupling al-
gorithm used by Cirak et al are retained. Boundary conditions on the flow are still
applied by extrapolation via level sets and by velocity reconstruction, and traction
boundary condition on the structure are still applied by interpolating the pressure at
the boundary.
The main modification of the extrapolation step addresses the basic observation
that QF fQG # 0, which implies that around the boundary a grid point of the
computational domain lies simultaneously in the real flow region and in the ghost
fluid region. In fact, QG corresponds now to the whole region around the interface
6QFS, since each one of the two sides of 6 QFS needs its corresponding ghost region
on the other side of the boundary.
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From this simple observation, one can see that a more involved representation
and implementation to compute and store the values of the flow variables in the
real flow and the ghost region at the same time is required. In this work the use of
auxiliary data arrays, called the ghost arrays has been required in order to support the
coexistence of ghost and real flow variables at grid points near the fluid solid interface
6QFS. These ghost arrays are used to store the extrapolated and reconstructed ghost
values, see fig. (3-4). Thus for each of the six variables of the conservative formulation
of the Euler equations, two superposed matrices are used: the first one stores the
real values of the conservative variables on both sides of the free boundary and at
each point of the fluid grid QF, the second one stores the values of the extrapolated
conservative variables in QG. Using this dual data structure, values from each side of
6 QFS are symmetrically extrapolated to the corresponding other side. The fields are
then reconstructed in the entire ghost region using the GEL method.
The extremities of the immersed interface require a more careful treatment. For
open shells, the ghost region surrounds the interface. In the center region of QG, ghost
arrays store non-physical ghost values, which are used to apply boundary conditions
implicitly. At the extremities of 6 QFS, in the small part of QG beyond the extremities
of 6 QFS, the fluid flows from both sides of the interface mix and the sides of the
boundary are no longer defined. This region needs special attention. This is done by
filling the ghost arrays with the real values of the flow. Thus in this small region,
the same values are stored in the real and the ghost arrays. This enables to translate
into the numerical model the fact that at the extremities of 3 QFS the flows on each
side of the interface no longer remain separated by the structure and merge.
During the computation of the solution the conservative variables need to be trans-
formed into the primitive variables, for which ghost arrays also have to be introduced.
In general, every time a quantity is needed simultaneously in the real and the ghost
region, ghost arrays have been used in the implementation for simplicity. It is im-
portant to note that the generalization of the GEL method to thin and open shells
has a cost: the memory space required for the computation is multiplied by two. In
principle, the number of ghost cells scales with O(1) where I represents the length
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of 6 QFS and Ax the characteristic size of the structured grid. Thus, by indexing the
ghost cells and by using sparse arrays and other data structures, it should be possible
to reduce the extra memory needed. This has not been done in this work.
Once the ghost region has been populated with the appropriate reconstructed flow
variables, the solution is computed across the entire fluid domain. However, in the
extended algorithm grid points that are located close to the interface 6QFS need a
special treatment. The use of dual data structures implies that the consistent real
and corresponding ghost values are used to properly compute the fluxes coming from
the interface. In practice, this simply means that when computing a flux at a grid
point A, if a grid point B of the numerical stencil lies on the other side of 6SFS then
values from the ghost arrays have to be used at that point. This condition is simple
and does not complicate the implementation significantly, but it relies on an efficient
means of knowing whether or not two points close to the boundary lie on the same
side of 3 QFS.
Although the zero level set of the unsigned so-function computed for open bound-
aries still implicitly determines the location of the interface in the fluid grid, it no
longer enables the determination of the side of the interface on which a given fluid
cell lies. Using the experience from the previous approaches, a local sign is assigned
to the level set function o on each side of the interface 6QFS. In this case the sign no
longer indicates whether a cell is in the solid or in the fluid domain but on which side
of the boundary it is. This sign is only relevant on those cells around the interface,
for which values from both the real and the ghost arrays may be needed to compute
the solution. The sign of (p is thus meaningful for |Ipj I <pr , where W, is a parameter
depending on the numerical stencil, and has no meaning elsewhere. For the grid point
A(XA) where the flux is computed, a simple criterion for B(XB) to be on the other
side of the interface is:
|p(XA)| Sr and (p(XA) - p(XB) 0 (3.8)
The first condition verifies that A is sufficiently close to the interface for the stencil
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to have possible grid points on the other side, the second that A and B are on two
different sides. Two methods have been considered in order to determine the side of
the interface and assign a sign to the level set function o.
The first method that has been implemented is a travel algorithm. As a refer-
ence point Mij travels on the structured grid along the interface, the local sign is
assigned to the cells next to the boundary. Starting at a grid cell in the immediate
neighborhood of one extremity of the boundary, Mij travels along the cartesian mesh
and goes from one cell to the other by turning clock wise for example. When Mij
crosses the interface it then changes its direction of travel and starts to move counter
clock wise. Following this path the travelling point Mij visits all the points in the
interface's neighborhood as shown on Figure 3-5. At the same time a consistent sign
is applied to the cells around 6QFS-
This is a very efficient means of assigning the sign to p because it only requires to
visit those cells around the interface, the number of which is of order of 0(-) as has
been previously noted. A potential limitation of this approach is that its extension to
the three-dimensional case may not be straightforward. Therefore, another method
based on the orientation has been considered.
A key observation is that, although the boundaries under consideration no longer
required to be closed, they are still orientable manifolds, i.e., the boundaries have two
unequivocally identifiable sides which can be conveniently assigned to the adjacent
fluid domain. In the two-dimensional case, the interface is oriented by parameterizing
the curve. Once an orientation is chosen for the two-dimensional space, a tangential
direction f and a normal direction n to the curve can be locally defined Figure 3-6,
thus determining two sides on the curve.
In our implementation of this idea, the sign is determined when p is computed.
As we have seen in section 3.2.2, in order to compute p, the distances between the
N points of the cartesian grid and the M elements of the discretized interface need
to be calculated. When the closest element, i.e., the one defining the actual distance
of the grid point to the solid interface is found, its tangent tm and normal n'm vectors
endowed by the boundary parameterization are defined. The distance from a grid
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Figure 3-5: The travel algorithm
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point Mj of the cartesian grid to the element m is given a positive sign if the (i, j)th
cell lies in the half plane defined by n'm and with a negative sign if it lies in the other
half plane Figure 3-6.
y
X
Figure 3-6: Pseudo sign defined by the orientation of the interface
This method enables the computation of a pseudo signed level set function and is
extensible to the three-dimensional case in a straightforward manner. Therefore, this
is the method used in the final implementation of the extended GEL method.
3.2.3 Algorithmic steps in the extended GEL algorithm
In the extended algorithm, the same steps described in Section 3.1.3 are followed.
We briefly summarize those steps and address the main differences. For the fluid
dynamics, boundary conditions are imposed by extrapolating the flow variables sym-
metrically using an auxiliary data structure to hold ghost values and by reconstructing
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the extrapolated values in order to enforce the non-penetration boundary condition
on both sides of the interface. A stable time step is computed using the CFL condition
to ensure stability. The solution is then computed in the entire physical domain with
the regular numerical scheme. Far enough from the boundary, the cell fluxes are com-
puted using real values of the flow, while close to the boundary, they are computed
using the real and relevant ghost values. The pseudo sign of the distance function
enables to indicate whether or not two points are on the same side of the boundary
by simply looking at the sign of the distance function. The cell fluxes coming from
the boundary are thus computed using the real values and the required corresponding
ghost values on the other side of the boundary.
For the structure dynamics, pressure fields are interpolated from each flow region
to the corresponding side of the interface 6 QFS. The appropriate traction boundary
conditions are thus applied on the two sides of 6QFS, using the formulation described
in section 2.1.
A final aspect of the coupling algorithm that requires special consideration is those
grid points that are crossed during the computation by the deforming solid boundary.
A careless treatment of the boundary conditions at these points would lead to a
coupling algorithm in which the flow field on either side of the boundary would be
polluted by the flow field on the other side. During the computation, the grid points
crossed by the interface no longer remain on the same side of the interface and,
therefore, require a special treatment. For coupled systems involving compressible
flows, the values of the flow variables are discontinuous across the boundary and
change drastically from one side of 6QFS to the other. Typically, one side is a high
pressure region and the other one is a low pressure region. In the GEL algorithm these
two regions should only influence each other through the motion of the interface and
the values of the actual flow field on one side should not affect the flow on the other
side. In fig.(3-7) the crossed points are colored in green. The flow variables from the
region below the interface colored in pink in fig.(3-7) have to be extrapolated to the
green points. To this end, the values of the real flow variables are simply replaced by
the extrapolated ghost values at the same point immediately after the regular GEL
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extrapolation step, without increasing the overall complexity of the implementation.
It bears emphasis that in cut cell approaches this aspect of moving boundaries leads
Fluid
Solid
Figure 3-7: Free motion of the interface in the fluid domain
to an additional complexity in the formulation and the implementation in order to
satisfy the conservative aspect of the scheme.
The pseudo sign of the level sets provides a very convenient way to keep track of
these crossed points. One can detect if a grid point was crossed by the interface by
simply looking for changes in time of the sign of the level set function. In fact, once
an orientation of the interface is chosen as described in section 3.2.2, the sign of the
distance function on each side of the boundary does not change during the computa-
tion. This means that the local sign around the interface is consistent between two
time steps. Thus if at a grid point Mij a change of sign occurs between two time
steps in the value of the level set function pjj, this point remains no longer on the
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same side of the immersed boundary which means that the interface has crossed this
grid point.
The implementation of this additional step does not require many changes in the
algorithm. At the beginning of the time step the level set function o is computed
and is given a pseudo sign. At each grid point Mij inside the ghost region QG, the
sign of the current level set function .oj is compared to the sign of the function at
the previous time step. At the points where a change of sign occurs the conservative
variables stored in the ghost arrays are transferred to the real flow arrays. The flow
variables are then extrapolated/reconstructed, and the solution is computed using
the GEL procedure as described previously.
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Chapter 4
Numerical Results
In this chapter we verify the correctness of each individual component of the FSI
algorithm and we present numerical results attesting to the versatility of the overall
approach. The feasibility of the algorithm proposed to compute the signed level
set function is demonstrated in Section 4.1 by solving Laplace's Equation with a
Dirichlet boundary condition imposed on a thin immersed open boundary. This
effectively amounts to an alternate efficient formulation of an immersed boundary
method, see for example [47]. In Section 4.2, simulations are conducted to verify the
ability of the GEL algorithm to properly represent supersonic flows past fixed thin
open boundaries. In this section, numerical results are compared to exact solutions
of supersonic flows past inclined planes. Particular emphasis is given to the correct
computation of the forces exerted by the flow on the boundary. Finally, in Section 4.3
we exercise the fully coupled FSI algorithm in the simulation of supersonic flow past
an initially-flat highly-deformable rod demonstrating the feasibility and versatility of
the overall approach for simulating complex FSI problems.
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4.1 An immersed boundary method for Laplace's
Equation based on level sets
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate the effective use of level sets as conve-
nient means for applying boundary conditions on boundaries immersed in cartesian
grids. For simplicity, the model equation of choice is Laplace's equation.
4.1.1 Model formulation and numerical approach
Laplace's equation is a very well known and used analytical problem. This partial
differential equation can be written as
A' = 0 (4.1)
which takes the following form in a two-dimensional space:
a2 XF(X, y) + a2 XP(X, y) = 0 (4.2)
Although this partial differential equation is elliptical while the compressible Euler
equations are hyperbolic equations, this problem is still very useful to solve because
it is analytically rather simple. Also solutions of this PDE are known for being
remarkably smooth and regular.
In our case Laplace's Equation is solved on a domain Q spatially discretized in a
cartesian mesh. Boundary conditions are applied at the boundary oQ of the domain
Q and on an immersed and open boundary 3 QIB. Different methods have been
proposed to solve this problem and further generalized to be applied to a larger class
of problems [47]. The solution approach proposed here focuses on the use of level
sets as vehicles to apply boundary conditions in immersed interfaces, as a prologue
to the more complex problems of FSI of interest in this thesis. This step was also
instrumental in the development of some of the implementation details necessary for
the extended GEL method, including the auxiliary data structure and the pseudo
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signed level set function <p.
Laplace's Equation is solved using a finite difference scheme. The system is in-
verted using an over relaxed iterative method. On a regular grid point Mi, a second
order centered discretization of equation (4.2) yields:
Wi+1,j + W2i,j+1 + ' ij + W'jj_1 - 4 - W = 0 (4.3)
ij+1
i+1,j
OY*Ax{
--- --- C)-T -
-1,j i,j-
OAx
6QIB
Figure 4-1: Laplace's Equation with an immersed boundary
At the boundary, the Laplacian operator can be expressed using the irregular
stencil. The notation used is described on Figure 4-1. Ax is the characteristic size
of a grid cell. If 6 QIB intersects the cartesian grid between Mij and Mi+1,j, OxAx
is the distance between Mij and the intersection. 0. is defined the same way. The
function T is prescribed on 6 QIB which sets the boundary condition on the immersed
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interface. ±'i+1,j is the prescribed value of P at the intersection between 6 Q1B and
[Mi'j, Mi+1,j) and W',j+1 the value at the intersections with [ Mij+1
The scheme is a first order scheme in this case and can be written:
2 -V 2 - qf j+1 2.-W , ij1_2-(2+0)-W~2+p* + 2 -Pijl + =) -0 (4.4)
0x(1 + 6x) BV (1 + O) 1 + o0 1 + OV 6x -0,
More details can be found in textbooks [36, 13]. Equation (4.4) can be rewritten
using the regular scheme, see Figure 4-2:
'i+1,J + Tij+1 + i-1, + W2 ,_ 1 - 4 - Ti, = 0 (4.5)
where:
4Wi+1,j (O + 0Y)- (I1, + +-1 - Wi_1,j (4.6)
( 4+, - (1+ ) OY
9j,441 =",-1 + '0- 1 (4.7)(0X + 0) - (1 + 0Y) I 23 (
Even though this step does not constitute an extrapolation step stricto sensu,
the methodology used to solve Laplace's equation is the same as in the extended
GEL method. 4Pi+1,j and ±i,j+1 are stored in a ghost array and the solution is then
computed with the same numerical scheme, but using the relevant real and ghost
values at the interface. This requires the use of the auxiliary data structure and the
pseudo signed (p-function.
The solution of the discretized Laplace problem (4.3) yields a system of N equa-
tions, where N is the number of grid cells in the computational domain. This system
has been solved using Successive Over Relaxation (SOR) method.
4.1.2 Simulation results
Using the methodology described in the previous section, Laplace's equation has
been solved on a two-dimensional space discretized in 400 x 400 cells. On the exterior
boundary of the computational domain, the solution is set to zero. Dirichlet bound-
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Figure 4-2: Laplace's Equation at the immersed boundary
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ary conditions are prescribed on a thin, immersed and open boundary of arbitrary
geometry. In these simulations, Figures 4-3 and 4-4, a constant value TO is imposed
on the thin boundary. It bears emphasis that the solution is computed properly on
each side of the boundary. The strict discontinuity of the gradient VT of the function
T across the boundary shows that there is no pollution of the solution from one side
of the interface to the other one.
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Figure 4-3: Solution of Laplace's Equation with boundary condition applied on a thin
immersed boundary (1)
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Figure 4-4: Solution of Laplace's Equation with boundary condition applied on a thin
immersed boundary (2)
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4.2 Verification tests
4.2.1 Simulation of a supersonic flow past a rigid plate at
different angles of attack
The Euler compressible fluid solver RM3D has been adapted using the dual data
structure and pseudo signed <p-function to compute flows around thin, open and im-
mersed profiles. The extended formulation has been used on a test case for which an
analytical solution is known. This was done to verify that the appropriate conserva-
tion boundary conditions are applied on the two sides of the infinitely thin immersed
boundary. In this test case the immersed interface is rigid and fixed. Therefore the
location of 3 QFS does not change over the computation and the level set function
does not need to be recomputed at each time step. The solid profile corresponds to
a straight rod of length L placed in a high speed flow at an angle of attack a, Figure
4-5. The angle a is taken positive and its value small enough for a compression shock
to remain attached at the leading edge. The rod is completely immersed in the fluid
and divides the flow into two distinct regions on each side of the interface. The profile
induces compression on the upper part of the flow. In this region, the solid wall slows
down the flow and induces a weak shock attached at the leading edge of the profile. At
the trailing edge of the profile, the flow on the upper region is re-accelerated through
an expansion wave. In the lower region the flow is accelerated around the leading
edge through an expansion wave. It is then slowed down by a weak shock attached at
the trailing edge of the profile. The basic features of this flow are sketched in Figure
4-5.
4.2.2 Derivation of the analytical solution
In this section, we summarize the derivation and main results of the analytical solution
for the flow around the straight profile described previously. For this geometry, the
inviscid supersonic flow has to be calculated around a dihedron. A concave dihedron
initiates a shock while a convex dihedron initiates an expansion wave. The solution
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E //1/
Expansion wave
M=1.8
Weak shock
p
Expansion wave
Figure 4-5: Schematic of the simulation run for the static case
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for these two cases is derived hereafter.
Weak shock at a concave dihedron
Consider a concave dihedron that induces in the flow a deflection of angle 6, see
Figure 4-6. The dihedron initiates a discontinuity in the flow, which can be identified
as a shock. This means that the tangential velocity to the discontinuity is continuous
through it but that the normal velocity is discontinuous: in Figure 4-6 Vti = V, and
Vs,0 # V 1 . The direction of the shock makes an angle o with the upstream velocity
VO.
MO
Figure 4-6: Supersonic flow at a concave dihedron
The derivation of mass, momentum and energy conservation laws with the pres-
ence of a shock wave yields the Rankine-Hugoniot system of equations, which char-
acterizes the discontinuity. More details on this derivation can be found in standard
textbooks [7, 46]. From the Rankine-Hugoniot equations one can deduce the following
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non-linear equation:
tan(cr-6) 2 1 2+ -1
tan a + 1M2sin2  - + 1
which links the deflection angle 0, the shock angle a and the upstream Mach number
Mo. Following this, all the values of the flow variables can be computed behind the
shock. For example:
Pi = 27y 2 _ -Y 1  (49)
Po 7)+1 4 7+
1 + 7-lJM2
M 2 1 2 no (4.10)
7Mno 2-
where MA = Mo-sin o- is the upstream normal Mach number and Mn, = Mi-sin(U-0)
is the normal Mach number behind the shock wave. The analytical solution for a weak
shock wave has been computed with Matlab and used for verification of simulation
results.
Expansion wave around a convex dihedron
Consider a convex dihedron that induces in the flow a deflection of angle 0, see Figure
4-7. Writing Euler's system of equations in curvilinear coordinates, it can be shown
that for a supersonic flow M > 1 the PDE system is hyperbolic [7, 46]. In this case
the solution can be derived using the method of characteristic curves. The derivation
is briefly summarized in the following.
At each point of the flow, two characteristic curves a C+ and a C~ intersect, see
Figure 4-7. The C+ curve makes an angle p with the streamline and the C- makes
an angle -p with the streamline, where p = arcsin 3. The Riemann invariants A+
and A- defined as:
A- =w+9 (4.12)
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remain constant respectively along the characteristic curves C+ and C-. In this
expression w(M) is the Prandtl-Meyer function defined as:
-+1 F 7-1 ~
W(M) = p + arctan cot p --
- 1 [ +1 _ 2 (4.13)
/
+
1':c-0=A
C0+0=,-A
Figure 4-7: Supersonic flow around a convex dihedron
The resolution of the system is straightforward. At a point M of the flow, the
Riemann invariant A+ is identified at P, where P is the intersection of the C+ curve
going through M with the solid wall, see Figure 4-7. A- is identified in the upstream
flow and we thus have:
w-6 =wp-Op A+
W+9 =wo+o =A-
(4.14)
(4.15)
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By further using the information carried along the C+ curve at P, the system can be
solved completely:
0 =O6 (4.16)
U =WO + 0o - Op (4.17)
Inverting the Prandtl-Meyer function, the Mach number can be computed from
the value of w given by the previous analysis. Since the entropy remains constant
along streamlines their is no loss in stagnation pressure pi" = pi, and the pressure drop
due to the expansion wave can be written as a function of the up and downstream
Mach numbers:
Pi Pi Pio ( -YM2 (4.18)
Po Pi PO 1 M
The non-linear equation 4.13 has been solved using Matlab and the analytical results
for the expansion wave have been used for verification of the simulation results.
4.2.3 Numerical results and verification
A set of simulations corresponding to different angles of attack has been computed
and verified against the analytical solution. The Mach number adopted in these
simulations is Mo = 1.8 and the initial properties of the gas are: po = 1.0atm,
POO = 1.293-3, and 7 1.4.
An example of the flow field resulting from the simulations and corresponding to an
angle of attack a = 15 degrees is shown in Figure 4-8. The different colors correspond
to values of the pressure normalized by the upstream pressure, thus -L = 1.0 upstream
Poo
of the profile. The fluid domain is discretized with 400 x 680 fluid cells. The axes
in the figure are scaled in grid points. The computed solution shows an excellent
agreement with the analytical solution. In particular, all the features of the flow,
including shocks and expansion waves have the right intensity. Figure 4-9 is a plot
of Y(X) = (X,29o) and shows a section of the pressure field along grid cells of Y-
coordinate 290. As it can be observed in this figure, the upper and lower regions of
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Figure 4-8: Pressure contours of a supersonic flow around a rod
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the flow field are computed correctly.
P/Po
1 101 201 301
Figure 4-9: Y(X) = P(X,290)P.c
- X E [0, 155] : This uniform region corresponds to the upstream region in which
p/pOo = 1.0.
- X = 155 : The discontinuity of the flow corresponds to the compression shock
attached at the leading edge, through which the upper part of the flow is first
slowed down.
- X E [155, 255] : The uniform pressure corresponds to the upper region of the
flow behind the weak shock.
- X = 255 : The discontinuity corresponds to the discontinuity of the pressure
across the profile. It bears emphasis that there is no pollution from one side of
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the boundary to the other. The two regions of the flow are properly isolated
and influence each other only through the motion of the interface, which is fixed
in this case.
- X E [255, 345] : The uniform pressure corresponds to the lower part of the flow
which has been accelerated through the expansion wave around the leading
edge.
- X = 345 : The lower part of the flow is slowed down and compressed through
a weak shock at the trailing edge.
- X C [345, 400] : This uniform region in which p/p. = 1.0 corresponds to the
flow behind the profile.
Similar simulations have been run for a range of angles of attack a from 5 to 18
degrees. For angles of attack over 18 degrees and for an upstream mach number of
M, = 1.8 the shock at the leading edge of the profile detaches. In this case the
nature of the flow features changes so that the comparison to an analytical solution
is no longer trivial.
For the range of a under consideration, the values of the pressure in the flow region
behind the weak shock and the expansion wave initiated at the leading edge can be
computed analytically as a function of a as described in section 4.2.2. Figure 4-10
shows the comparison between the numerically computed and the exact values of the
pressure region behind the shock. As expected the compression becomes more severe
and the pressure behind the shock increases as a increases. The very good agreement
is noteworthy. A similar comparison of the pressure behind the expansion wave is
given in Figure 4-11. As a is increased, the flow undergoes a stronger acceleration and
the pressure behind the expansion wave decreases. The agreement is equally good.
It can be concluded from these simulations that the algorithm proposed applies
appropriate boundary conditions on both sides of the thin profile and results in correct
pressure distributions caused by the flow on the boundary. Therefore, it can be
expected that this, in turn, will result in appropriate traction boundary conditions
on the structure in coupled simulations.
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Figure 4-10: Pressure in the flow behind the shock
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Figure 4-11: Pressure in the flow behind the expansion wave
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4.3 Applications to fully-coupled fluid-structure in-
teraction problems
4.3.1 Simulations of supersonic flow past a highly-deformable
thin rod
In the previous section we demonstrated the ability of the extended algorithm to
simulate supersonic flows around thin open but fixed interfaces. In this section,
we investigate the ability of the method to provide adequate descriptions of fully-
coupled fluid-structure interaction problems. To this end, the finite element rod
model described in section 2.1 has been implemented and coupled with the fluid code
using the algorithm described in chapter 3. The resulting computer code has been
applied to the simulation of a supersonic flow past an initially-flat two-dimensional
rod made of an elastic fabric with a Young's Modulus of E = 6.0 -109Pa, mass density
of p = 1000.0-. The length of the rod is 1.0m, its thickness 3.0 - 10- 3m, its cross
sectional area A = 1.0 - 10- 3m 2 and its moment of inertia I = 2.25 - 10- 9m 4. 50
hermite cubic finite elements are used in the discretization.
The flow at infinity has the following initial properties: pressure of p. = 1.Oatm,
mass density of p, = 1.293kg, and 7 -1.4. The flow's Mach number is M, = 2.0.
The size of the computational fluid domain is 5.20m x 9.60m, discretized with 260 x 480
fluid cells. A schematic of the simulation set up is shown in Figure 4-12.
At first, the structure is held fixed until steady-state conditions are reached in
the flow. A strong shock slows down the flow upstream of the rigid straight rod.
The highly deformable structure is then released except at the extremities, which
are constrained to move in the x direction, and starts inflating under the pressure
of the flow, inducing complex interactions between the flow and the thin structure,
see Figure 4-12. Figures 4-13 and 4-14 show pressure isocontours of the flow and
the deformed rod at successive time steps over a time range of approximately 25ms.
Figures 4-15 and 4-16 show a detailed view of the pressure field and the deformation of
the rod at the same times. Figure 4-15-a shows the initial steady-state flow around
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N
Figure 4-12: Schematic of the coupled simulation
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Figure 4-13: Sequence of snapshots of pressure contours in the simulation of super-
sonic flow past a highly-deformable rod
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Figure 4-14: Sequence of snapshots of pressure contours in the simulation of super-
sonic flow past a highly-deformable rod (continued)
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the straight rod. A strong shock has formed in front of the profile. In the region
upstream of the rod, the pressure is very high p/p. > 5.0. It is low p/p, < 1.0 in
the downstream region. When released, the rod starts to bend at the extremities,
while the center region of the rod remains flat and accelerates rigidly under the
pressure of the flow, as it can be seen at time t = 1.20ms after the release of the
structure. This continues while the slower flexural wave propagates from the rod
extremities toward the center of the beam. As expected, the backwards motion of
the rod releases an expansion wave, which travels upstream towards the strong shock.
This induces a decrease in the upstream pressure see Figure 4-15-b/c. The bending
motion propagates from the extremities of the initially flat rod and converges at the
center of the rod around t = 2.80ms. The maximum deflection of the center of the
rod is reached as the structure is completely inflated. The pressure rebuilds in the
upstream region inside the inflated structure, see Figure 4-15-d. At t = 3.60ms,
the expansion wave, first initiated by the backwards motion of the rod, reaches the
strong shock, as it can be observed on Figure 4-15-e. This changes the shape of the
shock, which starts to move downstream, thus following with some delay the initial
backwards motion of the rod.
No physical dissipation effects have been included within the finite element model
of the rod. The structure thus tends to restitute the stored elastic energy to the
surrounding flow. This can be best seen in Figure 4-15-f. As elastic energy is re-
leased, the rod pushes the upstream flow and generates a compression wave. On
Figure 4-16-a the compression wave shed by the rod is traveling upstream. When
this compression wave reaches the strong shock around t = 8.40ms, the shock is
pushed forwards again following, with some delay, the motion of the rod, see Figure
4-16-b. In this simulation, the choice of the Newmark parameters, defined by equa-
tions (2.26), induces numerical dissipation over the time integration. Therefore, the
coupled system undergoes large oscillations before slowly converging to a steady state,
in the inflated configuration. These oscillations consist of the two phases described
previously. The structure first inflates and stores elastic energy and then restitutes
the energy to the flow as it moves forward. The shape and location of the shock is
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Figure 4-15: Sequence of snapshots of pressure contours in the simulation of super-
sonic flow past a highly-deformable rod (detailed view)
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Figure 4-16: Sequence of snapshots of pressure contours in the simulation of super-
sonic flow past a highly-deformable rod (detailed view, continued)
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coupled to the motion of the rod, thus demonstrating the strong coupling between the
compressible flow and the deforming solid. The strong shock moves back and forth
under the action of the expansion and compression waves successively generated by
the rod in motion. Figure 4-16-c/d the coupled system has reached steady state at
time t = 24.40ms after the structure was first released.
These figures clearly show that in the coupled unsteady solution, the flow on either
side of the interface is not polluted by the flow on the other side. The flow regions
upstream and downstream of the profile remain distinct over the entire computation.
The pressure remains discontinuous through the interface, between the high pressure
upstream flow region and the low pressure downstream region. From this succession
of snapshots it can be seen that the two flow regions on each side of the interface
do not influence one another in a direct manner but rather indirectly, through the
motion of the structure.
Also as the rod undergoes very large displacements, the grid points of the fluid
domain are crossed without affecting the coupling of the dynamics. Grid cells neither
attract nor repel the interface. On the contrary, many grid cells lie alternatively on
one or the other side of the boundary depending on the motion of the interface. It
bears emphasis that this remains true, even though the flow regions on each side of
the interface have very different characteristics: one is a high pressure region, the
other a low pressure region. This demonstrates the feasibility of using a structured
Eulerian grid to represent the flow domain. It also attests the correctness of the
procedure used to apply the boundary conditions.
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Chapter 5
Summary
The objective of the present work was to develop a numerical tool able to simulate the
coupling interactions between high-speed flows and highly deformable thin structures.
The approach developed here couples a Lagrangian model for the structure dynamics
and an Eulerian model for the fluid dynamics. The two dynamics have been modeled
separately and then coupled and integrated within a partitioned fluid-structure in-
teraction algorithm. On the one hand, an existing Euler compressible fluid approach
models the high-speed flow. On the other hand, a finite element approach has been
developed to model the large deformations of a two-dimensional rod.
We proposed an algorithm based on the extension of the Ghost-fluid Eulerian
Lagrangian method. In this approach, non-penetration boundary conditions at the
immersed interface are applied, at each time iteration, on the flow. Traction boundary
conditions are applied on the structure by interpolating the pressure field at the
interface. This method has proved to be very robust when dealing with very large
displacements of the structure.
The previously implemented algorithm was restricted to thick solid structures
and closed boundaries in which a well-defined exterior to the fluid domain exists.
A new algorithm has been derived to enable the coupling of the flow with a thin
structure. The implementability of the new method has been tested by successfully
solving Laplace's equation with boundary conditions imposed on a thin, immersed
and open interface. The extended GEL method has been used to model the interface
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between the two dynamics. The method was verified against the analytical solution
corresponding to the supersonic flow past a flat, infinitely thin, rigid plane at different
angles of attack. The numerical solution is shown to reproduce the analytical solution
both in the compressed region on the leading side of the plane as well as in the rarefied
region on the trailing side of the plane. It bears emphasis that no pollution of the
solution across the infinitely thin boundary is observed in the numerical simulation,
thus attesting to the ability of the proposed approach to properly describe the flow
on both sides of a thin interface without any bias.
As an example of application of the resulting FSI algorithm to a fully coupled
problem, we simulated the supersonic flow past a highly deformable rod at a normal
angle of attack. The initially flat structure inflates under the pressure of the flow
and undergoes large displacements. The simulation shows that a complex pattern
of highly unsteady coupled interactions are set in motion between the flow and the
structure, leading to the wobbling motion of the structure until it comes to rest in
its final inflated configuration. These fully coupled simulations demonstrates that
the approach is robust when dealing with large displacements. Even though the
accuracy of the method at the boundary is not expected to be better than first order,
the algorithm does a remarkable job at capturing the fluid-structure interactions in
the large displacement regime. For problems of interest here, the deployment of
parachutes for example, this approach enables us to model the deformation of the
canopy during its inflation.
One of the main objectives of this work was to develop a coupling method on
a two-dimensional problem that could be extended to the three-dimensional case in
a straightforward manner. Numerical models of the structure and fluid dynamics
have been already developed in the three-dimensional case. The version of the fluid
solver RM3D used in this work is simply the two-dimensional version of the exist-
ing three-dimensional solver. Also, as mentioned before, a three-dimensional shell
model has been developed and successfully used to simulate the inflation of airbags.
Throughout this work, special care has been given to the extensibility of the parti-
tioned FSI interface to the three-dimensional case. This extension is not compromised
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by mesh generation issues since we chose, from the beginning, an approach based on
a structured grid. In fact, the previous GEL formulation has already been used
to solve three-dimensional coupled problems. The GEL approach developed in this
work introduces simple but effective ideas to deal with open and immersed shells.
The dual data structure, using ghost and real arrays, can be used just as well for the
three-dimensional problem. In fact this idea has been implemented directly in the
framework of RM3D and should not require much more work to be carried out to
the three-dimensional version of the same solver. The related boundary treatment,
by bilateral extrapolation and reconstruction of the flow fields on each side of the
interface, should be directly transferrable to the three-dimensional case as well; same
holds for the interpolation of the pressure fields on each side of the interface, which
is required in order to apply the correct traction condition on the thin structure.
The entire methods relies on the computation of a pseudo signed level set func-
tion, which is needed to locate effectively the interface. As discussed previously,
an effective and computationally affordable algorithm is available to compute the
three-dimensional level set function. The critical point is the determination and the
assignment of the local pseudo sign. In principle, the method developed in this work
can be used in three dimensions. A unique orientation can be defined at the surface
of a three-dimensional shell thus identifying the two distinct sides of the interface.
This has to be done carefully though, in order not to turn this step of the algorithm
into a computational bottleneck. The treatment of the extremities of the shell should
be done with the same care as in the two-dimensional case. With this said, the de-
veloped approach should be extendable to fully coupled three-dimensional problems
and provide an efficient tool to model complex coupled systems of interest involving
high-speed flows and highly deformable thin structures.
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Appendix A
Formulation of the beam model
A.1 Strain energy of a rod element
The energy (2.13) can be expressed in terms of the nodal degrees of freedom. We
further add the following notations:
R 1 = (X 11 , X 2 1 )
R 2 = (X 12 , X 22 )
r1 = (Xu, X2 1)
r 2 = (X 1 2 ,x 2 2 )
(A.1)
(A.2)
(A.3)
(A.4)
Using the fomulas (2.16), (2.15), (2.15) and the introduced notations the energy can
be expressed:
U EA |R 2 - R 11 - r 2 - r1| + Ir2 - ri1l log (r 2 - ri
I (IR 2 - Ru11
2EI1
+ 2 i [((X 1 2 - xin) sin #1 - (x 2 2 - X2 1 ) cos #1)
r2- r,1
+ ((x 12 - x1u) sin #1 - (x 22 - X21) cos #1) ((X 12 - xu) sin #2 - (X22 - x 2 1) cos #2)
2E1
+ 3 [((X 1 2 - X11) sin #2 - (X22 - X21) cos #22)2]Ir2 - ril
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where E is the Young modulus, A the cross section of the rod and I the moment of
inertia.
A.2 Expression of the internal Forces
Recall from section 2.1
Fza'(Xh) = 8 "' (A.5)
axia
where i = 1..3 is the degree of freedom, a = 1..2 the node, Fn' the internal force
on the ia = 1..6 degree of freedom of the rod. In this case, there are three degrees
of freedom per node: translation in the X1 direction, translation in the X2 direction
and a bending rotation of angle #:
F nt= t
a21Fint =alnt
F nt a3
=in arlint4 OX12
5 X 22
F"= 8l
F6 02
We introduce the following notations:
L=12 - - X 11)2 + (X 22 - X 2 1)2
= V*(12 - X11)2 + (X22 - X21 )2
0(1) = (X12 - i11) sin oi - (X22 - X21) COS 0i
0(2) = (X12- xi) sin# 2 - (X 2 2 - X21) cos #2
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Notations for the first derivatives of these quantities:
6l(1) -Xl
61(2) - 1- X22 X2
OX21
61(3) 10
000
61(4) -1 - X1 X
DX12
6(5) -1 X22 - X21
Dx22
61(6) 1 -- 0
802
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- sin #1
cos #1
(X 12 - X11 ) cos #1 + (x 22 - x 2 1) sin #1
60(1, 1) =
60(1,2) =
60(1, 3) =
60(1, 4) =
60(1, 5) =
60(1,6) =
60(2, 1) =
60(2, 2) =
60(2,3) =
60(2,4) =
60(2,5) =
60(2, 6) =
86( 1) =_
ax11
00(1)
O#21
0x21
90(1) -_
0x 1 2
90(1) -_
Ox 2 2
00(1)
a0(2)_
Ox1 1
0 (2)_
OX21
00(2)_
00(2)_
00(2)_
OX22
00(2)_
sin #2
- c 2
(x 12 - X11 ) cos #2 + (x 22 - X2 1) sin #2
Using this notation the expression of Fi'J"t for sa = 1..6 can be written:
F' =EANl(ia) In
- l 61( a) [0(1)2 + 0(1)0(2) + 0(2)2]
2E1
+ 13 [60(1, 2a)(20(1) + 0(2)) + 60(2, ia)(20(2) + 0(1))]
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sin #1
- cos #1
0.0
- Sin #2
COS #2
0.0
A.3 Expression of the stiffness matrix
We introduce the following notations for the second derivatives of these quantities:
1 (x1n 2 -13
(X12  Xi1)(X22 - X21)
13
-62(1 1)
(X12  11)(X22 - X21)
la
-1
621(1 1) =
621(1 2) =
621(1, 4)
621(1 5)
621(2 1) =
621(2 2) -
621(2, 4) =
621(2, 5)
621(4, 1) =
62l(4, 2)
62l(4, 4) =
62 l(4, 5)
6 2 l(5, 1)
621(5, 2)
021
09219~0 21
82 1
(9X22(9Xn
,921
09X 120X21
2 1
(21
( 2 1
Ox 21 9X12
(21
021
21
OX22OX12
821
Dx 11 x 22
021
x 2 1 1x 22
)2 7
621(5, 4) =
621(5, 5) = 021
02X22
All the other 62( a,jb) for ia = 1..6 and jb = 1..6, are equal to zero.
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(x22 - X1)2
13
-6 2 l(2, 1)
621(2, 2)
621(1 4)
6 2 l(2,4)
62(1, 1)
= 62 l(1, 2)
= 621(1 5)
= 62 l(2,5)
621(2, 1)
621(2, 2)
62(1 1 3)
62(1,2,3)
620(1,3,1) =
620(1, 3, 2) -
62(1 3,3) =
620(1, 3, 4)
620(1, 3, 5)
620(1,4,3) =
620(1,5,3) =
620(2 1, 6) -
620(2, 2, 6) =
620(2, 4, 6)
620(2, 5, 6) =
620(2,6, 1) =
620(2, 6, 2) =
620(2, 6, 4) =
620(2, 6, 5) =
620(2, 6, 6)
a2 0(1)
020(1)
09# 1 (x 21
820(1)
ax11ago1
020(1)
0x 2 1 0# 1
a2o(1)
a2o (1)
020(1)
ax 22a# 1
a2o (1)8#518x12
a2o (1)
a8# 18x22
a2o (2)
a2o6(2)
8#2o(2
&20(2)
(920(2)#x 1 2
020(2)
#x21 I2
020 (2)
axn B#2
020 (2)
8206(2)
09X120#2
8920(2)
0x 22,# 2
a2o(2)
0202
- cos #1
- sin #1
- cos 1
- sin #1
(X12 - x 1 ) sin #1 + (x 22 - X2 1 ) cos #1
Cos #1
sin #1
COS 1
-sin 0
O- c2
Sin@2
COS #2
sin#2
O- cos # 2
- sin2
COS #2
= sin2
- -(X 12 - x1 ) sin0#2 + (x 2 2 - X21) cos #2
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All the other 2O(k, ia, jb) for k = 1.2, ia = 1..6 and jb = 1..6, are equal to zero.
The stiffness matrix is needed for the time integration of the structure formulation,
see Chapter 2, Section 2.1:
Ka, 2 flint(A.6)
KXia DXia(Xjb
where la = 1..6 and jb 1..6. Using the notations just introduced the expression for
Kia,ib can be written:
Kia,ib =EA2l(ia, jb) In (Is)+ oEAJl(ia)Jl(jb)
L4E1
S524EIl( a) 61(jb) [0(1)2 + 0(1)0(2) + 0(2)2]
- 62 (Ia,jb) [0(1)2 + 0(1)0(2) + 0(2)2]14 3
6EI
- 4Jl(1a) [60(1, jb)(20(1) + 0(2)) + 6O(2, jb)(20(2) + 0(1))]
- l(jb) [(1,i a)(20(1) + 0(2)) + 50(2, ia)(20(2) + 0(1))]
+ [260(1, ia)60(1,jb) + 60(1, fia)60(2,jb)
+ 260(2,ia)60(2,jb) + 0(2, ia)60(1, jb)]
+ [20(1,iajb)(20(1) + 0(2)) + 620(2, ia, jb)(20(2) + 0(1))]
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